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Orientation Commences
Law School's 114th Year
By Tracy Reilly
Asst. News Editor
On Friday, August 21. the
Valparaiso University School of
Law's Orientation was held at
Wesemann Hall with a schedule
of events that lasted from 9:00
a.m. - 7:00 p.m. The orientation
is organized by the Admissions
Office and the Student Bar
Association every year to welcome frrst-year and new students
and aid them in completing the
final registration processes before
school starts.
The day started with a series of
welcomings and introductions
geared to familiarize the new students with the academic and
social programs at the school.
Leading these introductions was
the President of the Student Bar
Association, Trino Lopez.
Several faculty members spoke
about the university, the school of
law, and the first-year curriculum.
Afterwards, an alumni student
and current student both talked
about several of their experiences
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at the law school.
First-year student, Robin King,
who came to the School of Law
from a large university, claims
that the introductory speeches
made her feel like the law school
was her "second home."
Mter the welcoming, the new
students were given time to complete registration matters before
attending an outside lunch sponsored by the Student Bar
Association.
The students then broke off
into groups for faculty advisor
meetings and meetings with law
students. Mary Beth Lavezzorio.
Director of Admissions. and organizer of the orientation, claims
that these meetings are an important part of the orientation process
because they give the students a
chance to discuss any questions
they have with the faculty members and students that have made
it through the difficult first year
that lies ahead. By attending
these meetings, Lavezzorio
claims, the students can "get a
feel for what Monday will be
like."
Between 3:00p.m. and 4:00
p.m. an Organizational Fair was
held in the Duesenberg Commons
where representatives of law student co-curricular and extra-curricular organizations explained
the functions of each organization. Several Valparaiso University undergraduate programs.
such as the Volunteer Corps and
St. Theresa's Catholic Center,
were
also
represented.
Lavezzorio was impressed with
the high student turnout at the
fair, and encouraged students to
become involved in the various
activities available to them.

Some students were displeased
with the fair because the small
area in the commons was too congested and a few student groups
of their interest were not represented. Lavezzorio regrets this
situation, and directs students to
check the Student's Activities
Board located in the first-floor
hallway for further information.
A pamphlet titled " Personal
Development" which explains the
functions and purposes of all the
law school social functions is also
available at the Admissions
Office.
The orientation ended with a
picnic at Kirchoff Park which
new students," their families, current students and faculty attended.
Food and refreshments were
served as everyone mingled and
played volleyball. Many of the
new students who attended the
picnic believe that it was the best
part of the day because it gave
them a chance to get to know
everybody in a casual setting.
Students claim that they "really
loosened up" at the picnic. Firstyear student, Anne Morgan states,
"I realized that everyone was just
as scared as I was!"
Overall, both the members of
the new student class and the
admissions
faculty
were
impressed with the outcome of
Orientation, 1992. The students
recognized it as a beneficial firststep in helping them overcome
many of the anxieties that accompanied them to law school.
Lavezzorio encourages student
comments regarding Orientation.
1992 and welcomes any new
ideas for future orientations.

With Orientation completed, students are
back in the classroom, learning the law.
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Diversity is Hallmark
of First-Year Class
By Penny York
Asst. News Editor

Wisdonz of the Ages
"The state is the natural
enemy of all well-disposed, decent and industrious men."
H.L. Mencken

The class of 1995 is a diverse
group, from different geographical locations, experiences and
backgrounds. The class consists
of 202 full time students. Of the
202, 43% are female, and 11%
are minority. The average age of
the class is twenty-four, with 20%
of the class being over twentyfive.
The first year students
received their Bachelors' from
one ninety-nine colleges and universities. The students represent
forty-seven
undergraduate
majors. Four students have even
mastered graduate degrees.
Geographically, the students
represent twenty-five states and

two foreign countries. The
majority of the students are from
midwestern states. Thirty-four
percent of the students are
Indiana residents, twenty-seven
percent are Illinois residents, and
ten percent are Michigan residents.
Their summer activities also
differed. One student coached a
little league baseball team.
Another worked at Walt Disney
World's MGM Studios. Some
students were involved in pre-law
programs; most worked, and a
few had the luxury of relaxing
this summer.
This class is sure to have interesting classroom conversations
consisting of many different
points of view. The class of 1995
will add another dimension to
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Swygert Finalists to Compete
By Mike Thompson
Contributing Editor

On Monday, September 14,
four finalists will come together
before a distinguished panel of
judges to compete in the final
round of the Judge Luther M.
Swygert
Moot
Court
Competition. The event will be
the crowning point of months of
hard work and competition for the
participants.
Established in 1989, the
Swygert Competition is an annual
event in which participants argue
a hypothetical case before a panel
of actual judges. Judges for this
year's final round include Judge
Frank Easterbrook of the U.S.
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals,
Justice Richard Givan of the
Indiana Supreme Court, and
Judge Betty Barteau of the
Indiana Court of Appeals.
This will be the frrst year in
which the Swygert Competition is
held in the fall semester. All
Moot Court Society (MCS) members participate to fulfill their

membership responsibilities.
Each MCS member was sent
information about the case during
the summer. Each member then
prepared a 10-15 page brief,
which was due August 31st
The elimination rounds will be
held on September 7 and 9 with
thirty participants who will argue
their briefs before a six-member,
student panel. On September 11
the semi-fmal rounds will be held
before a panel of faculty judges.
At the conclusion of the semifinal round, four finalists will be
selected to advance to the final
round on September 14.
"It's very intense and competitive," noted MCS Chief Justice
Ted Johnson, who observed that
the competition provides excitement not only for participants, but
for observers as well. "I think the
impact grows every year," said
Johnson. "It is one of the year's
highlights."
This year's case. Lewis v
Lenville School Board, involves
questions of freedom of speech
and of mandalory drug testing.
Those who are interested in
joining the MCS get their oppor-

tunity in the spring when competitions are held for membership.
First year students argue their
appellate briefs from their legal
writing class. Based upon performance in that competition, a
panel of students is selected, and
new MCS members are chosen
from them.
Swygert is the vehicle by
which MCS chooses new members for the inter-school competitions. Based upon the members'
performance in the competition,
the MCS forms team to participate in a number of inter-school
moot court competitions each
year. These teams include the
National Moot Court Team, the
Philip C. Jessup International
Moot
Court
Team,
the
Environmental Moot Court Team,
the Giles Sutherland Rich Moot
Court Team, and the All-Indiana
Moot Court Team.
"[Moot Court Society] is an
opportunity to highlight and
develop oral skills at V.U.," said
Johnson. "It encourages participation not only in moot court, but
in oral advocacy in general."

Hurricane Relief Fund Established
Valparaiso University School of Law has established a ·fund for hurricane
relief. Donations may be made by check, payable to Valparasio University
School of Law, memo "Hurricane Relief Fund." Students may drop checks in
locker #27. Faculty and staff collections may be made in the Dean's office.
Funds raised will be divided between students at the University of Miami
School of Law, whose housing was destroyed, and Lutheran Ministries of
Florida.
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Administrative News & Notes
* Many thanks to all the students who helped with Orientation. It was
a great program.
*Recruiting has begun for the 1993 class, and VUSL will host its first
Open House on Monday, September 14.
*The Student Ambassador Program will be starting soon. Students
who are interested in assisting in recruitment programs should stop
by Mary Beth Lavezzorio's office.
*During the month of September, VUSL will be represented at the foil
owing college and regional recruitment programs: Hillsdale College, Ball State, Elmhusrt College, Concordia-River Forest, NewYork Forum, Illinois State, Knox College, Augustana-ll.., Atlanta
Forum, Miami of Ohio, St. John Fisher, and Syracuse University.
*Coming Soon: The 2d Annual VUSL Photo Directory. Photographs for the law school directory will be taken on Wednesday,
September 9 in the Atrium. Faculty, staff, and students who had
their photographs taken for last year's edition will not need to have
new photos. New students will receive further information.

Career Services Corner
By Gail Peshel
Director of Career Services
Do you ever get overwhelmed with the range of ways
in which a law degree is utilized?
Even within the traditional practice of law, an attorney has choices: s/he can operate a solo practice, or work in a small, medium
or large frrm - and all of these
options can be done in a small
town or a large city. The range of
practice areas can also be perplexing. Should one opt for a
general practice firm or one that
specializes in just a few areas? Is
private practice more rewarding
than government or other public
sector work?
Many J.D.s prefer to
work in areas outside the tradi-

tional practice. A law degree ,
especially combined with experience, is a valuabie credential in a
competitive market. Jobs held by
J .D.s include the full scope of
professional endeavors.
So how does one begin
to identify areas or jobs of interest? One way is to attend the
Career Services workshops and
informational sessions. Read
through the list of offerings and
attend as many as possible.
Listen to seasoned attorneys
describe their type of work as
well as its rewards and drawbacks. Ask questions, talk to the
speakers afterward. Establish
contacts with people who could
continue to be resource persons
for you well after the workshop is
over.
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FrQm the Dean's Desk
dents - to know that you are
very welcome in this place. My
colleagues on the faculty and staff
are here to serve you and to foster'
your aspirations of becoming
excellent lawyers.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Kevin Anderson ................................................ News Editor
Mark Hansen ................................................. Features Editor
Adrun Karp ....................................................... Sports Editor
Lisa Meyer.................................................. Associate Editor
Jenji Sackett............................................... Managing Editor
Stacey Strentz............................................. Associate Editor
Mike Thompson ....................................... Viewpoints Editor

of a major city since the
Reconstruction. He served the
City of Gary in that capacity for
twenty years, and gained national
recognition by serving as the
President of the National League
of Cities, the United States ConferI am especially glad to ence of Mayors, and the National
welcome two new members to the Conference of Black Mayors. He
Dean
EDITORIAL STAFF
full-time faculty. Both are has been an adviser to Presidents
Bernita
Harris .............................................................. Asst. News Editor
renowned not only for their abili- Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, and
Robin
King
.................................................................. Asst. News Editor
ty as solid teachers, but also for Bush. He has moved the hearts and
Devon
Klein
................................................................Asst. News Editor
"You're welcome." In prodigious achievements in their minds of many of our students in
Nic
Mollgaard
............................................................ Asst. Sports Editor
our culture we are accustomed to professional lives before they the course on Race Relations and
Beth
Parsons
...........................................................
Asst. Features Editor
the Constitution that he has been
saying these words after someone joined our faculty.
Tracy
Reilly
.................................................................
Asst. News Editor
teaching in a part-time capacity for ,
thanks us. But in Ireland, the
Jim Thompson ............................................................ Asst. Sports Editor
land of my ancestors, those are
Derrick Carter (L' 7 6) several years, and we are glad to
Charlie White ..................................................... Asst. Viewpoints Editor
have
his
services
now
in
a
full-time
the first words used to greet you served for 15 years in the Office
York ........................................................Asst. Viewpoints Editor
Penny
capacity.
This
semester
Professor
at a door. In the spirit of Irish of the Appellate Defender for the
Hatcher
is
teaching
a
course
on
hospitality, old friends and new- State of Michigan, where he
STAFF WRITERS & CONTRIBUTORS
comers are equally welcome, at briefed and argued criminal Local Government Law.
Helen
Contos, Jim Ellis, Courtney Jones. Mary Beth Lavazzario,
least in theory. I don't want to appeals extensively. He recently
all
had
a
I
trust
that
you
Trino
Lopez,
Pat G. McCarthy, Pete Mills, Judy Nolde, Gail Peshel,
stretch the point about hospitality was awarded the prize for the best
fine
summer
and
that
you
are
well
Kathy
Wheling,
Kip Winters
in my ancestral home beyond the appellate brief in the State of
rested
and
ready
for
this
year's
limits of credulity. The Irish can Michigan. He has served as the
be unwelcoming, too. For exam- Secretazy for the Criminal Justice work. I hope it will be challenging
ple, I think I detected a teeny Section of the American Bar and enriching for you. And Iretwinge of resentmen~ along with Association and of the National newourpledgetomake Valparaiso The opinions expressed in The Forum are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the School of Law, faculty, students, or the
a sense of humor, when I heard Bar Association. This semester the best possible law school we can
for
you.
"You're
very
welcome."
administrative staff. Correspondence should be sent to: Editor, The Forum,
an unexpected guest greeted with Professor Carter is teaching two
Valparaiso University School of Law, Wesemann Hall, Valparaiso, IN 46383.
the words: ..Ah, Jack, you're as sections of the first year course on
Phone: (219)465-7831. Fax: (219)465-7872. Articles and letters should be
welcome as though you were Criminal Law and a section of the
Next Forum deadline limited to one written page, completed on computer diskette. The Forum has
invited."
upper division course on Pretrial
diskettes on reserve at the Law Library's front desk for this purpose.
!VIonda~·, September 21 at
Skills.
Advertising rates available upon request. The Editor reserves the right to edit
5:00 p.m. Please use articles for punctuation, grammar, brevity, good taste, accuracy and libel. The
In any event, I want all
of you - new lL' s and returning
In 1976 Richard Gordon
diskettes.
Submit Forum is published monthly during the academic year. Subscriptions are
available for $8 per year.
2L's and 3L's and part-time stu- Hatcher (L' 59) was the first diskettes to Locker #78.
African-American elected Mayor
Edward
McGlynn
Gaffney
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The Right Side
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While We Were Away
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By Mark Hansen
Con~buting Editor
Recently several new
faces have been asking me for
advice, this tells me two things:
one that a new year has started
with new one L's; and two,
they're really naive.
Actually, I am a really
good person to ask advice from.
Mter all, I think that I have made
every mistake that is possible.
Come to think of it, at every
important juncture in my life I
can honestly say that I made the
wrong decision. Despite all these
mistakes, I have matured into a
·1 hree L capable of dispensing
advice to One L's. Because of
this I have decided to take the
sum total of my experience and
compile them into a dogma of
proverbs to help the naive One L
to obtain my position as a lofty
ThreeL.
The first axiom I learned
in grade school and succinctly be
stated as such: all bullies suffer
from an unfulfilled Oedipal
Complex. The second tidbit of
wisdom I learned from my days
playing football, it is known as
the "Wortelboar Rule" or that all
quarterbacks can get laid real
easy. This rule doesn't pertain to
law school, but I have always
been amazed by it.
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The most important
thing I learned in football is a
valuable lesson that all can hearken to. I learned as my college
football career was ending due to
perennial injuries; there iJ no
amount of mental or physical pain
that cannot be remedied by a creative use of drugs.
I have learned many
things in law school, for instance
that law school professors seem
to be suffering from an unsatisfied Oedipal Complex. I think
this explains the intellectual bullying that occurs. In legal writing
I learned how to use adjectives.
Not for my briefs but in how to
describe the class to other people.
"Scatological banalities tempered
by inaneness," is I think the most
descriptive phrase I developed to
describe the class.
I have also learned that
if a teacher writes a textbook, his
or her students will have to buy
that textbook. Another important
legal wisdom is that law school
parties generally suck. Unless, of
course, you like parties where
ninety guys stand around a keg
belching and scratching trying to
decide the best stratagem on how
to bed one of the two women present. The most important thing
that I have learned is that the
secret to law school, and perhaps
even life, is to get really good
outlines. There is no substitute
for a good outline; get them any
way possible.

As we finished exams last
spring and departed these hallowed halls, a jury acquitted four
Los Angeles police officers of
using excessive force on one Mr.
Rodney King. This surely was an
unjust verdict, because we future
lawyers know that 54 seconds of
video tape shown in ten second
increments on the national news
is more than enough evidence to
convict on an intent-based crime.
It says so in the Federal Rules of
Evidence.
This verdict sent the previously law-abiding inhabitants of
South Central Los Angeles into
the streets, where they prrn::eeded
to burn and loot their community
in righteous indignation. Their
favorite targets were KoreanAmericans, who, because of their
dedication to hard work and individual responsibility, had prospered while missing out on
accredited victim status.
A decision was made by the
Democratically controlled city to
protect the more affluent, whiter
areas. Many K-A's were hung
out to dry. Interestingly enough,
those K-A's with firearms
formed ad-hoc militia committees which successful] ~ded

"The police will
protect you, they
were told. "

a variety, destroy the bonds o
morality, individual responsibility, free thought and free enterprise that hold a community
together. The haughty and
hubristic effort to socially engineer a new man leads only to
tragedy, grief, and failure.

***
Meanwhile, a majority of justices of the Supreme Court
declared in Casey v. Planned
Parenthood that they would not
succumb to political pressure
while reaffirming Roe v. Wade.
Following their ruling, the five
justices were treated to dinner
and feted by NARAL and NOW
members.
In related developments: a
majority of the Court ruled that
modern ultrasound was unreliable
and otherwise a political ploy;
and, the esteemed Justice
Blackmon was awarded a certificate of appreciation from his former employers, (The American
Medical Association) for providing doctors with a continuing
lucrative business.

When I think about it it's
amazing what law school doesn't
teach. Law school doesn't teach
wisdom, honesty, purity, devotion, integrity, or even competenoff the rioters. The citizen's who
cy. The mere pittance of the
didn't have firearms attempted to
honor code demonstrates that this
legally purchase them, but were
law school has sheltered and protold that they were prohibited
tected various individuals that
from doing so by state law.
have been completely the antipa"The police will protect you,"
thy of the values listed. At frrst I
they were told. The police were
was disheartened by what law
ensconced in Beverly Hills and
school does not teach people. But
Bel-Air protecting the politicians
upon further contemplation the
and other cultural elites.
purpose of law school is not to
Fortunately, since the Fifth
teach or even encourage these
Amendment clause prohibiting
values. The purpose of law
double jeopardy has been
school is to teach people how to
repealed, the police officers will
nail legal nails to legal boards, the
not get away unpunished. A
analogy being law school is a
more convenient forum has been
supra-vo tech. Weather you conselected, assuring an appropriate
sider lawyers to be hired gunverdict, in order that the white
fighters or legal whores, the purfascist officers will be properly
pose of law school is to teach us
crucified.
the tricks of the trade.
I consider attorneys to be
***
intellectual assassins, and from
my limited experience in the real
The summer has also
world of work, I think V alpo has
seen strife in far and distant
done a decent job. I guess this
places like the former provinces
means that despite all the negativof Yugoslavia, the republics of
ity that exudes (some of it for
the former Soviet Union,
valid reasons, some of it for probAfghanistan, and Somalia to
ably not so valid reasons) here at
name but a few. The common
Valpo, if you survive you can
denominators that these places,
become a decent attorney. The
including LA to an extent, share
best thing about V alpo School of
is drinking from the cup of magiLaw is that after three years you
cal, albeit evil, elixir, socialism.
get to leave. That is more than a
Those that embrace the cause of
lesson, it is a benediction.
socialism, of which liberalism is

***
The political camp~gn for the
November general elections has
gotten under way with President
Bush and Governor Clinton
securing the nominations of their
respective parties. In an incredible and heretofore seldom used
political tactic, the President has
come out running against his own
record, claiming to be the candidate of change. With a series of
limited successes and even more
gross failures, the vacillating
weather vane continues to
demonstrate his vacuous political
philosophy.
Meanwhile, the noted
Arkansas zoologist, Wild Bill
Clinton, continues to attempt the
political equivalent of a leopard
changing it spots: he is claiming
to be a moderate. This politician,
who supports unrestricted access
to abortion for twelve year-oldgirls without parental consent, the
advocacy of homosexuality in the
public schools, massive tax
increases, tax-payer funded
obscenity, restrictions on foreign
trade to start a trade war, and the
appointment of judges who will
usurp the constitution by imposing their will in a tyrannical manner instead of interpreting the
law, has aptly earned the nickname "Slick Willie."

***
And finally, has anyone _
noticed how cool the weather has
been this summer? Weren't the
greenies just running around
telling us that unless we deindustrialized and decrease our standard of living we would all burn
up because the globe was getting
warmer??
Welcome back!
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Reverse dole scores high marks; but no Gold
By Devon Klein
Asst. News Editor

"Living on the dole,"
was a phrase that originated in the
Great Depression that applied to
those who were forced to seek
direct relief from the government
because they could not find a job
in a an economy that produced a
25% rate of unemployment at its
peak.
Some members of the
class of 1994 coped with the current recession this summer not by
living on the dole, but living on
the "reverse dole" - working for
free. In these difficult economic
times, many 1994 class members
discovered that paying legal posilions was scarce this summer for
students who completed only one
year of law school. The next best
alternative for these law students
was to work for free and gain
valuable legal experience that will
be a strong resume builder for
attaining a clerkship position next
summer-that pays.
Gail Peshel, director of
Career Services and Alumni
Relations at the law school, thinks
that students who volunteer their
services after one year of law
school to gain legal experience is
a smart tactical move in today' s
restricted economy. "Since the
job market is much tougher for
first year law students, they are
more willing to work for free,"
says Peshel. "Volunteering gives
you legal experience that will
help towards attaining a job the
following summer. Law firms
are more likely to hire you for a
clerkship position if you have
previously worked in a legal environment. Also, if you apply for a
position at the same finn the following summer, you have a better
chance of being hired because
legal employers will hire people
who are familiar with your work
product and work habits."
Peshel notes that this
past summer 71% of the class of
1994 attained legally related jobs
at least on a part-time basis, either
paid or non-paid. That percentage was much higher than the
50-55% average in past years of
Valparaiso law students who
attained legal summer jobs after

the completion of the first year of
law school. The percentage of
those who were not paid for their
services is not yet available from
the career office.
Although a lot poorer for
their efforts, members of the class
of 1994 who participated in a
"reverse dole" this past summer
have no regrets. In fact, most
students look back fondly at their
summer experiences that provided practical applications to classroom learning.
Here is a profile of some
of the students who participated
in a "reverse dole" this past summer.
Adam Karp, from New
Rochelle, New York, worked for
the
Westchester
County
Attorney's office in the trial
bureau division. Karp views his
experience as an intern pragmatically, noting both the benefits, but
also the realities of working for
free.
"I missed getting that
piece of paper saying 'pay to the
order of Adam Karp,"' the 2L
laments. Nevertheless, Karp thoroughly enjoyed his internship. "
It's one thing to sit in ·class and
quite another to have the opportunity to go to crime scenes, go to
forensic labs to view evidence,
and sit in at trials." Karp also
notes that he enjoyed the atmosphere and professionalism that his
work environment provided him.

In
'Erie
County
Pennsylvania, Pat Mastrian was
also working for a district attorney's office. Mastrian viewed
working on a "reverse dole" symbolically, noting the benefits he
might reap from the experience as
well as what he hopes future
employers might infer from it.
"I got to do everything
that a person who got paid did,
except that I didn't get money for
it," notes Mastrian. "What I
dido 't get paid in dollars, I got
paid in contacts and experience.
Working for free also says something about my work ethic-that I
do the work because I like it and
not because of the money."
The
2L
from
Pennsylvania notes a common

reality from volunteering during
the day: "Working for free made
me get a second job at night.
Since I worked 40 hours during
the day, it got discouraging when
I thought I could be getting paid
for it if I was working for a flrrD."
Letha Mullins, a native
of South Carolina, worked as a
law clerk for a firm in Myrtle
Beach. Mullins felt she still
needed to prove her worth to the
attorney she assisted despite not
being paid for it
Says Mullins, "Even
thought I was volunteering, I still
felt that I had to sell myself.
After a couple of weeks working
there, the attorney realized my
conscientiousness and the attorney realized I was not just doing
this just to put it on a piece of
paper." Mullins, who wrote a
motion to dismiss for a case that
progressed to the South Carolina
Supreme Court, also said she
applied much about what she
learned in the classroom from her
first year.
Moving to the political
scene, Troy Rafferty was a the
campaign manager for Vince
Westra, who is running for eighth
district judge in Kalamazoo
County, Michigan. After winning
the primary election in August,
the judge now faces a general
election in November. Rafferty's
responsibilities included coordinating volunteers, purchasing
advertising space, and developing
campaign strategy. "The judge
has been real supportive to me,"
Rafferty says. "He's been mentioning my name to people and
also introducing me to a lot of
people."

Lisa Meyer worked in the United
States Department of Justice in
the criminal division. Her duties
included investigations for some
of the predicates necessary to
institute a RICO case, such as
obscenity. "Working for free was
fine," Meyer states. "I look at it
as an investment in my future. It
is difficult, though, to live in a
major city like D.C. and not get
paid for it."

First Impressions
By Charlie White
Asst. Viewpoints Editor,

Valpo: A site for legal 'brain
pain' or just a stop on the way to
Gino's- Chicago's greatest pizza?
Viewpoints written about the first
impressions of a school and its
community are meant to strike a
common note among all newcomers- but not this time. Upon
my release/graduation from
Wabash College, America's last
all-male institution( Actually, it
was a quaint little hell-hole situated in the cosmopolitan community of Crawfordsville,IN), I
breathed a sigh of relief that I
would once again be able to
interact with women on a daily
basis.
Admittedly, Valpo is no
Indiana or Purdue. Jackson's bar
reminds me more of a place
where workers go after a rough
shift than a typical college bar.
To its credit, however, you don't
see the mass exodus out of this
campus on Friday afternoon that
you might find at Wabash. The
only thing about this town that
confuses me(A 2L and I talked
about this) is that this town likes
everything in two's: two
MacDonald's, two B.K's, two
Shell's, two Amoco's, etc. Yes,
Valparaiso is certainly 'living it
large' while on the edge of civilization. But .it could be worse!
At least Target Mall is not the
cultural center of the universe
here as it was in Crawfordtucky,IN! But hey, with a free
beer at Dan's place and a coupon
for a large at Pinnochio's, I give
this place a decent rating.

On a beautiful Sunday
evening, isn't it great to pass the
exhibition football games ·and the
odd variety of Fox· network programs by to curl up with
Pennoyer v. Neff? I mean, color
me stupid, but I couldn't keep
track of who the two are. This
'brain-teaser' resembled more the
comedy routine "Who's On
First" than it did the most important civil procedure case that we
will read all year.
The first day of class wasn't
bad at all considering the blackout wiped out most of the day(l
wish I could find the guy who
was responsibl(; so I could schedule some of these little mishaps
on key days of the semester).
Overall, it seems that the professors not only encourage people to
get involved in the discussions,
but they try to keep their P.C. or
non-P.C. views out of the classroom. The only professor that
scared me was Dr. Blomquist, for
he, through his incentive plan,
has brought me to the realization
that I'm actually going to have to
do my homework now.
The most surprising thing to
me about this place is that it isn't
the cut-throat environment that I
expected. I have made a lot of
great friends here that have been
very supportive. The way I look
at it, I am competing against
myself. Helping others aids me
in articulating my own thoughts.
Sure, it's going to be tough. Of
course, I'm still a little scared.
But hey, guys, we're all in this
together. I'm damn glad to be
here and I'm glad I've met a lot
of you. See you in class.

The Intell)ational <~W Socie.ty (ILS): is devoted .to fu.e _e xploration.of
current issuesO,i[l dle international field 'that hiy~Jegal Si'gnificance.
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FroiD your SBA President
By Trino Lopez
Hello and welcome back. As i
mentioned last semester, I will be
using this column as a means of
communicating with the student
body. In addition to this column,
either myself or a member of the
S.B .A. will be posting upcoming
events on the new S .B.A.
announcement board. Also, this
year the S.B.A. will have an open
door policy so that all student
organizations can have access to
their mail.
The S.B.A. will have the first
meeting of the year on Tuesday,
Sept. 8 at 5 p.m. This- meeting
will be open to all, as all S.B.A.
meetings are, and I encourage
you to attend. First thing on the
agenda will be a review of the
budget. If your organization will
be requesting money this school
year, you must fill out and tum in

a budget request form by Monday
Sept. 7. I know that this may
require some time to complete so
see either myself or Dave
Johnson for details. The S.B.A.
would also like to know which
student organizations are still
active at the law school.
Therefore, all organizations
should turn in a list of officers to
the S.B.A. office by the first
meeting.
For all you interested lL's, the
elections for class representative
(3 positions) and for faculty representative will be held during the
fourth week of scJ10ol. Petitions
will be available from the S.B.A.
office during the third week. If
you have any questions about the
election, see myself, Adam
Ferrandino, or Beth Parsons for
more information.
Finally, a THANK YOU to
all who helped with orientation.

WORDS UNLIMITED •••
A Professional Word Processing/Secndaritd Service
Offering Services to Students~ Businesus, ~ Gllll IndividutUs
• ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING •
• CORRESPONDENCE •
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·• LASER PRINTED DOCUMENTS •

CALL 988-5566
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Heard in the Halls ...
Kip
Winters

Staff
Writer

The way I heard it...

Ah, I've been waiting for you to stumble upon me. Well, with or
without a proper running facility, we begin Academic 1992-93. The
players have changed, some traded, some renewed, some rookies, but
the law school game plays on. This article has been transferred to me,
but the constraints of conformity tie my hands. So ... as my thoughts
explode you are left to suck up the splattering of my mind (grab your
straws).
... the NIPSCO welcome back Salutation occurred due to an administrative choice between a few days of inconvenience for the students
or pay for repair of the all-important shoe shiner in the faculty "rest
room."
...when strategic scare tactics failed Professor McGuigan in reaching her goal of 12 students in UCC, she arranged for personal visits
from "Big AI" to the abodes of unwanted students. On a positive note,
Tax has risen in popularity, but one must wonder how a 4 credit class
with 50 assigned pages a period is an improvement from UCC.
...a select group of 1L' s will tactfully, but forcefully be asked to
take undergrad Poly Sci classes until Admissions can explain why so
ma,ny darn people are here. "Well, we thought 205 wasn't too much
more than 180. They really don't need lockers or parking anyway."
... we had two hundred new students, well where the heck are they
after dark and on the weekends? Something spooky is going on here.
...all doors leading to the locker rooms have been missing for ten
days, but University "detectives" were not aware of this fact due to the
almost legible advertisements selectively decorating the door ways.
... a dream came to Ken Elwood this summer. This vision was not
of Miss Portage 1983, as it usually is. The dream was an inspiration
for young Ken from the mouth of Vince Lombardi... "Ken you belong
in Porter, you belong with the eighth grade; be the ball." Congrats
"Beer" Elwood on your coaching job!!!!
.. .the Queen was attacked by local militia while in the Castle.
Details are sketchy, but the vine reports that Guinevere would be
proud.
... Valpo has lost the contract rights to the 1991 Intramural Tennis
Champion, Misha Rabinowitch, to Bobby Knight and the Continental
League's IU-Law School Azars.
...Pat "Fuzzie" Mastrian has been stuck in the Flint Lake "sand
trap" for the last week. Someone give him a wedge!!
This concludes my first venture as the new writer of this celebrated
column. Welcome anew and welcome to my cosmos of VUSL. This
column is open to ideas, change, input, criticism, ... ad nausea. Please
feel free to drop local activities, "rumors", questions, requests for
advise, and what ever else helps you enjoy your day to LOCKER
#494. Mucho gracias for the input from Lethal Mullins.
And oh, the way I heard it. ..
... when asked to comment on my appointment to this prestigious literary rank, Dean Gaffney uttered, "I knew Winston Churchill, but who
the heck is Kip Winters?"

En.virorimen.t:al La-w
By Kevin Anderson
News Editor
MELC has been busy this
summer. MELC's autumn agenda includes the following:
September 15-The MELC
will submit an amicus brief to the
Michigan Court of Appeals on an
issue involving a bankruptcy
question which may prove to
have a significant impact on
recovery for victims of environmental torts.
September 30-:MELC is cosponsoring a career seminar
involving Valpo grad attorneys
employed at the U.S. EPA Region
V offices in Chicago and other
environmental practitioners from
the region.
Also in September-The organization has prepared for several
months to file a citizen's enforce-

ment action to facilitate the
cleanup of construction waste
improperly dumped as fill dirt in
a protected wetland in Michigan.
Through FOIA requests and filing
a complaint with the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources,
MELC has successfully blocked
planed development of the area.
MELC will also conduct its
annual Environmental Law Essay
Contest again this fall. Chances
are that the alumni group will
provide scholarship funds for the
winner. (Not much but it all
helps, right?)
Sessions of the baglunch Speaker Pool/Journal Club
are to be announced In addition,
it is likely that the organization
will
participate
in
the
Environmental Impact Statement
review of the site for the proposed new Chicago area airport.
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VU Welco~nes Back
Professor Stith
By Robin King
Asst. News Editor
Professor Richard Stith joined
the faculty at Valparaiso School
of Law in 1973. Prior to this,
Professor Stith received his
undergraduate degree in political
theory from Harvard. After
Harvard, he studied law in
Uruguay. He also received a
M.A. in political theory from
University of CA., Berkeley.
Professor Stith attended Yale
from 1967-1973, during which
time he earned aM. Phil. in religious ethics, a J.D., and a Ph.D in
ethics.
His teaching experience has
included such institutions as St.
Louis
University,
Poona
University in India, Universidad
de Navarra in Spain, Universidad
de Valparaiso in Chile and most
recently at Zhongshan University
in Guangzhou, China.
Professor Stith participated in
the 1991 Summer Program in
~hina with fellow colleagues
Professor Hiller and Professor
Blomquist. Professor Stith was
accompanied by his wife and
youngest daughter. The study
abroad program combines both
VU law classes and extracurricular classes such as music, painting
and "shadow boxing." Professor
Stith and students explored and
engaged in "weekend adventures," such as visiting monasteries and temples as well as modem
China. 1 ne countryside location
of the University gave Professor
Stith a real opportunity to see
rural China.
When the program ended,
Professor Stith remained in China
on sabbatical with his family.
They traveled across China, up
the Yangtze River into the mountains of the Sichuan Provence and
flew into Tibet which was "truly a
marvelous experience." Professor
Stith spent one month in Nepal
and four months in India. From
his base in Delhi, he traveled to
Rajasthan, a "most isolated and
picturesque" place where water
buffalo and camels roam.
Professor Stith spent

Prelude to a Kiss
How many of our readers
remember the movie Freaky
Friday starring Jodi Foster.
Well, as a kid, I remember thinking the idea of changing
places/exchanging bodies with
someone was pretty entertaining.
Now, I'm not so sure the idea
would make me even crack a
smile. That's what I said before I
saw this movie. Prelude to a Kiss
is very simular to Freaky Friday ..
Meg Ryan subconsciously wishes
to be old, while an unnamed old
man wishes to be young. Their
souls change bodies after the old

Christmas in Jaisalmer, a dignity for every human being."
medieval walled city which "felt Their deep egalitarianism was
like Bethlehem." The city has shown for example, by the fact
narrow streets, giant gates and that the bus driver was always
intricately carved balconies. In invited to eat at the same table
late January, Professor Stith and with Chinese and foreign profeshis family returned to China sors when on tour. "At the same
where he taught comparative law. time, the Chinese have not lost
as a Fulbright scholar, to graduate the aristocratic grace and hospistudents in Guangzhou earning tality cultivated for millennia."
theirLL.M ..
As their guest, he felt deep
He was able to attend the trial warmth and respect. Upon his
departure, the Dean of the Law
~f a Chinese citizen accused of
burglary. Although, the Chinese School, a member of the
were very concerned with a fair Communist Party, helped
trial, Professor Stith did note dif- Professor Stith's family with their
ferences in the way in which a luggage down four flights of
defendant is treated.
stairs. This "last image of China"
Professor Stith felt no limita- left a strong impression on
tions being imposed upon his aca- Professor Stith. The people of
China possess a profound civility
which truly seems to have
touched Professor Stith's heart.
In his opinion, two of the most
significant law cases are ~
~ and Planned Parenthood of
Pennsylvania v. Casey. ~
~can be viewed as a "kind of
application of legal nominalism to
the fundamental concepts of the
law." In the~ case, Justice
O'Connor speaks of the importance of the "right to define" what
the fundamental concepts that
hold us together really are. The
Court has a notion that each perProfessor Richard Stith . son, each court and each judge
has the right to label reality by
demic freedom while teaching in their own definition. Yet these
Communist China. He could dis- two cases present the following
cuss Western civilization, even important question: In the end
Western ideology, because stu- who gives the definition that
dents and faculty considered that counts?
he remained unbiased and presented both sides of the argument.
Professor Stith "always wantFor example, he could speak ed to teach," and VU has proved
freely of the importance of human to be "most congenial" to his
rights as we know them in the interests. He has taught underU.S., but at the same time, he graduates also, but especially
illustrated that there are often enjoys teaching law students
abuses of human rights and con- since we often have our own
flicts which can result from too opinions providing for a great
much freedom.
deal of classroom interaction.
One of the most significant Professor Stith currently teaches
observations of his rewarding Criminal Law, Juris prudence,
experience in China was seeing Comparative Law and Legal
firsthand the level of material and History. The students of VU can
spiritual well-being of the work- be pleased that Professor Stith
ing class. He believes the "beau- chose Valparaiso in 1973. We
tiful people" of China have been have much to learn and to look
able to "encourage a sense of real forward to in his classes.

man wishes Ryan luck in her mar- over and to the fullest. They both
riage by giving her a kiss. Ryan figure out that they like their own
marries Alec Baldwin and he life even though everything doesimmediately senses something n't go perfectly and they have to
fishy; he begins to comprehend fight through certain hard times
what has happened and works to The movie is appealing if you can
stimulate another switch between look past the "switching of souls"
Ryan and the old man. I know and see the movie as a whole.
you're saying that this is a stupid Buffy the Vampire Slayer
plot line and you wouldn't go to
I know you are questioning
see this movie unless someone why an intelligent law student,
paid you . Well, you are entitled like myself, would review this
to your own opinion, but there is movie. Well, I was bored. The
a deeper meaning if you look for funny thing though, is that I liked
it. Meg Ryan is scared of life's it. The vampires invade Southern
uncertainties and wants to be old C.A. and Buffy sees them as the
and past the rough areas of her "chosen people." Of course, seelife. The old man, however, ing Luke Perry was worth the six
wants to be young and live life dollars in itself.
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Equal Justice Alliance Organization
By Judy Nolde
Staff Writer

This fall, the Equal Justice
Alliance Organization will be
sponsoring several lectures and
other activities. In case you don't
know, Equal Justice Alliance
(EJ A) is the public interest law
organization at the school.
First, on September 17, Ron
Fox will be here presenting a
seminar on "Finding the Way."
Ron Fox is the founder and executive director of the Public
Interest Law Career Planning
Center
in
Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Presumably, the
seminar will be on finding the
way to a career in public service.
EJ A will sponsor a brown bag
lunch on September 17 with Fox.

All are welcome to ask Fox questions and discuss in an informal
manner employment in the public
interest sector.
On October 15, EJA and
WLSA will be cosponsoring a
lecture given by Suzanne
Kensington, Executive Director
of the Women's Center in
Marquette, Michigan. Kensington
will be speaking generally about
the Women's Center and the ways
that she works with the court system in addressing issues such as
sexual harassment. She also will
be informing us of the present status of a lawsuit brought against
the Women's Center and other
agencies for not releasing confidential information the have on a
rape victim. "What's at stake are
victim's rights to seek confidential
counseling when they are the tar-

get of malicious criminal behavior," said Kensington.
On September 9, EJA will
sponsor a donut sale. On October
24, EJA will hold its annual
walkathon to raise money for
summer scholarships for those
students who work in public
interest jobs during the summer
of 1993. Please look for further
details on this event. You can
participate as a walker, contributor or supporter of any kind. EJA
will also be involved in various
community service projects.
Our first meeting is on
Thursday, September 3 in
Classroom A. Your ideas and
input are welcome. Please come
to these events and other activities and participate, learn, and
become a part of the public interest.

From the 1L Students' Guide,

G.etting the Grade
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Cambridge, from front page
a dorm style set-up with community kitchens and living rooms .
"When you're used to your privacy, iCs hard to get adjusted to
sharing your space/' said
Scarpelli about the living arrangements. While, Schrader hinted
that although everyone knows
your business, living so closely
together forces you to be friends.
The students in the Cambridge
summer study abroad program
were able to get a taste of
England outside of Cambridge.
The university planned field trips
to Old Baily, Britain ~s criminal
court; and Coventry's Old
Cathedral. Only three weekends
of the six week program were
occupied by prearranged activities. The other three weekends
students could venture out on
their own. Schrader and some of
her friends spent a couple of
weekends in LQildon.
Three classes were offered this
summer:
Comparative
Entertainment Law. Comparative
Alternative Dispute Resolution,
and Comparative Criminal
Procedure. Each of these classes
were taught by VU School of
Law Professors. Professor Alfred
W. Myer, VU School of Law professor of contracts and commercial law and alternative dispute
resolution, taught comparative
dispute resolution. ~rofessor
David E. Vandercoy? Director of
the Clinical Law Progrmn at Vu
School of Law, taught comparative criminal ~edure. Professor

David A. Myers, who teaches
Property · Law and Entertainment
Law at VU, taught Compar'ative
Entertainment Law in the
Cambridge program.
The program is definitely
worthwhile," said Professor
Myers. Myers added that in the
field of entertainment law, Britain
is facing many of the same issues
seen in America ~s courtrooms.
There are questions about the
right to privacy of public figures
in terms of unauthorized articles
printed in tabloids, and censorship in music. " A program like
this is also worthwhile because
students get to experience and
learn to understand another culture's legal system," said Myers.
Plans have not been finalized
44
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David's

Men's Clothier

Downtown Valparaiso

NEED A SUIT?
See David for:

•

Quality • Selecti~n
•Same Day Alterations
The best selection of
Silk ties in Northwest In.

·t;
Alterations
By Joy
477~900

Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 9:30-7:00
Tues.-Thurs. 9:30-6:00
Sat.
t:30-4:oo

F

W
orma1 ear
Rentals
We welcome all rna or credit cards

113 East Lincolnway • Valparaiso, Indiana 46383 • 462-0012

~artin·

since t940

Binder
jevveler
Quality - . ~ervice
.
- Tradition
Corner of Franklin &. lincolnway - Downtown Valparaiso

46Z-5931
MON.-11-IURS. 9:30 - 5:30 - FRI. 9:30 - 8:00 - SAT. 9:30 - 5:00

VISA - MC - AMEX

Rolex - Rado - Seiko - Tag Heuer
In-store Jewelry and Watch Repair, and G.I.A. Gemo1ogist
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Bases, College Foots, & Jose'

The :Monetary
Side of Sports

By R. Smith
Asst. Sports Editor

Since Toronto has a pol' icy of not offerfug a pitcber more
. than a 3 year contract, Cone prob:·. ably will not stay in Toronto following this season. Cone loved
being in New York and would
welcome a chance .to .irritate the
Mets by playing for their
The trading of David crosstown rival, tbe Yankees.
Cone by the New York Mets sig- The Yankees would not mind the
nifies a growing change in Major chance to regain some of the popLeague Baseball. Despite being ularity lost to the Mets over the
one of the few teams that w_ill last 8 years. Also. if the Cubs
register a profit this year~ the lose Maddux~ the_C ubs will probMets decided to trade Cone · ably offer a silllilar deal to Cone.
because they believed that the~
With the signing of
could not ~ign their ace at the end Ryne Sandberg and Cal Ripken to
of the year when he becomes a high priced cdn~racts(about 5
free agent. In an era when pitch- ·· years for 31 ri}~IHon), positioq
ing quality is scarce(it sure is a .. players such ~s · Puckett and
good thing that expansion is corfi~ Bonds hope to ·match or exceed
ing), why would the M~~ tra~_e those types of contra~ts. Puckett,
Cone? .· . . ·
·· , · like San(fl)erg al)cj:Ripken, Is
. With Brett . SaberhagJ~' type o'f
th~tpiays their
and Sid Fernandez eligible fcir .· entire carf!(}r for orie Jeam. Since
free agency next year, an~ th'e. Puckett grew 1ri.the :Chicago area,
injuries tl:lat Dwight GOO<:Ien h.~ . rumors
sill-faced about the
the

playef
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As the baseball season winds
down, it's already time to think
about the October Classic.
Starting in the NL East, the
Pirates have the bats and the
fielding, but pitching is what
wins. Pittsburgh has a minute
bullpen and this problem has
opened the door for Montreal.
But Montreal , like another
Canadian team , may get the
September blues . So give the
division to Pittsburgh.

In the NL West, Atlanta has
locked it up. The Braves starting
pitching has done what it had to
do: win baby! In August,
Atlanta's starting pitching on
average will make it to the 8th
inning before calling on the pen.
But the NL West has two teams
that have been complete disappointments. Cincy and San Diego
have failed because their pitching
has gone south. Both Cincy and
San Diego have outscored
Atlanta, but they have also given
up more runs than the Braves

have. The old baseball axiom,
"Pitching wins" is proven again.
Another NL West note: Gary
Sheffield's chance at the Triple
Crown is already faltering. It's
doubtful that he'll be able to
achieve this feat, but he should
get the NL MVP, which is a better award anyway.
AL East. Personally, I'd like
to see the Brew Crew come
through. Again, Toronto is
already starting to fade and elsewhere, Baltimore can not beat
anyone from the AL West. But
Milwaukee's bullpen is atrocious.
and the team's defense is not
much better. This will turn into a
real pennant chase, but Toronto's
bats may make the difference
since Toronto's starting pitching
wasn't swept away by Hurricane
Andrew.
AL West. Oakland. Talk
about loaded. From the manager
to the water boy, Oakland has
proven to be the cream of the
crop. Pitching. hitting and
defense; what more can you say?!
Minnesota and Chicago can not

win at the same pace as the A's
do. The A's have only lost 12
three game series all season. Talk
about loaded!
Look for Oakland to win the
World Series if they can hit the
Braves pitching. If all goes as I
can see it, the World Series
Crown will rest by the bay.

Just to mention the
Blockbuster: Canseco for 3 players. The problem i~ that really the
A's just rented Sierra and Russell
for the stretch run because they
will be free agents at the end of
the season. Really, it was not a
bad deal except Jose may want
out of Texas at the end of next
year too. So it probably will be a
"one player for none deal with
Bobby Witt remaining on the A's
starting staff.
Some College Football Pre-season Top 5: 1. Miami 2. Florida
State 3.Florida 4.Penn State 5.
Texas A&M
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Quote: "It ain't over til its over."
-Y. Berra
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*BOWLING

*MINIATURE GOLF

*BILLIARDS *BUMPER CARS
*ARCADE

*GO-CART RACEWAY

*LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
. COUPON
50 CENTS OFF
MINIATURE GOLF
NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES SEPT. 30, 1992

3201 EVANS AVENUE
VALPARAISO
462-1300

